
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of cyber specialist. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for cyber specialist

Perform systems and network administration as assigned
Developing and reviewing IT communications products and plans,
coordinating with engineering teams to obtain necessary input data
Conduct engagements with customers, competitors, clients, and teammates
to develop market insight on requirements, acquisition strategy, acquisition
timing, and contract vehicle choices
Responsible for managing applicable resources (consultants, SMEs, ) and
working with the BD team in aligning resources required for the pursuit of
opportunities, developing and improving processes, reporting metrics, and
managing risk
Provides feedback to design engineers and evaluates end-to-end systems
and systems-oriented products through their entire life cycle
Ensures products and systems comply with requirements and government
information assurance and cyber security standards and practices through
formal verification methods
Prepares assessments and cyber threat profiles of current and planned
products based on sophisticated testing, research, and analysis
Participates in design reviews of components (hardware and software) to
ensure applicability to the current system and traceability of requirements
Reviews test plans/procedures and ensures they verify/validate the
requirements
Produces high-quality papers, presentations, recommendations, and findings
for senior US government intelligence and operations officials
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Commitment to maintaining clear and accurate files
Good knowledge of network protocols, and at least basic knowledge of
system administration tasks forensic applications, , EnCase, FTK, Volatility or
Rekall
Experience with customer-facing activities (pre/post-sales), Security and
Network consulting, is desirable but not essential
Practical experience with Network and Security devices/systems, Cisco,
Juniper, firewalls, IDS, IPS, SIEM is desirable but not essential
Must have an active TS clearance with SCI eligibility
Must be available to work full time at Patrick AFB, FL


